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Friendship is a kind of escape that is good for men and women alike. It helps build a different kind of relationship where a mutual understanding between two people, “the perfect strangers” or so it seems, can reach the apogee of true friendship. It does not happen by accident. The man would rather share his most intimate thoughts with his woman who does not always happen to be his wife. “There’s always sex hiding away somewhere inside a friendly relationship between a man and a woman,” said Lilian Rubin, a sociologist. There are men and women who have a knack for keeping sexual pleasure and friendship in perfect balance yet most heterosexual friends prefer to keep the above separated. Translated by Guerman Grachev Pravda.ru. News. In the modern age, new poets and poems, in the traditional sense—words on a page, books in a store—are almost complete irrelevant. 16.1. Far from the written form of poetry that which we are accustomed to, the earliest instance of poetry should have been the grunts that cavemen sang around bonfire. Before the invention of written word (read cuneiform), it was quintessential for every society (or community or clan) to pass down wisdom, and hence keep it alive, across generations. This is where I believe poetry has upheld the continuity of society as we know of. By mnemonic-ing such timeless wisdom in couplets and poetic songs, our ancient elders had made sure subsequent generations took it forward. Families and Community Groups. Online Resources. Learning at the Library >. Women and Shakespeare in the early 20th century. Shakespearean theatre’s habit of exploring gender’s multiple possibilities, and indeed women’s central involvement in this exploration, is not a recent phenomenon. Clare McManus is Professor of Early Modern Literature and Theatre at the University of Roehampton, where she specialises in early modern theatre. She has published on early modern women’s performance and has edited plays by John Fletcher and William Shakespeare. The text in this article is available under the Creative Commons License. See Also.